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(R3) 13:36 STRATFORD, 2m 2f 148y 

Annual Membership Conditional Jockeys' Selling Hurdle (Class 5) (4YO to 7YO)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 233-662 SKEAPING 13 C BF 
b g Excellent Art - Gale Green

7 11 - 6v K Brogan (7)
P W Middleton

108

Jockey Colours: White, emerald green hoops, white sleeves, emerald green stars, black cap
Timeform says: Four-time winner in 2019, including at this course. Stepped up on this
season's previous efforts when runner-up at Fakenham (2m) and not without hope, for all that
he has work to do on these terms.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

2 230-319 FLOATING ROCK (GER) 16 BF 
b g It's Gino - Fly Osoria

5 11 - 2tp1 Alexander Thorne
Mr M T Walford

112

Jockey Colours: Dark blue and purple stripes, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets, dark blue and purple
hooped cap
Timeform says: Opened hurdles account in Fontwell novice last month. Well held next time
(first run following a wind op), but each-way claims if able to bounce back down in grade for
new yard. Cheekpieces enlisted.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

3 2115P/3
-

DOUX PRETENDER (FR) 516 D 
b g Great Pretender - Lynnka

7 10 - 12 Cillin Leonard (3)
Charles & Pogson

126

Jockey Colours: Emerald green and red (quartered), red sleeves, emerald green stars, red cap
Timeform says: Fairly useful novice hurdler for Nicky Henderson a couple of seasons back.
Clear pick at the weights, but has a bit to prove starting out for new yard on the back of a 17-
month absence.  (Forecast 3.75)

Notes: 

4 4-U0674 HIGHLAND BOBBY 25 
b g Big Bad Bob - Eolith

5 10 - 12 Charlie Hammond
B R Summers

88

Jockey Colours: Light blue, white hoops and armlets
Timeform says: Has tasted success just once from 19 starts in this sphere and has a
mountain to climb on these terms.  (Forecast 26.00)

Notes: 

5 71713/F LARCH HILL (IRE) 14 
ch g Presenting - Misty Move

7 10 - 12h J Nailor (3)
N A Twiston-Davies

108

Jockey Colours: Black, white sleeves, yellow cap
Timeform says: Successful in this sphere and over fences during 2018/19 campaign. Failed
to complete in Carlisle handicap chase back from a 19-month absence, but he's of strong
interest back hurdling at this level.  (Forecast 4.00)

Notes: 

6 7P0PPP
/

MEGA MIND (IRE) 761 
ch g Captain Rio - Final Leave

7 10 - 12 Lorcan Williams
Sam Thomas

74

Jockey Colours: Dark green and royal blue diamonds, royal blue sleeves, dark green diamonds,royal
blue cap, dark green diamond
Timeform says: Has failed to complete on 4 of his 6 starts over hurdles (well beaten on the
occasions that he has got round), and very hard to warm to here following more than 2 years
on the sidelines.  (Forecast 67.00)

Notes: 

7 1/ MY DESTINY (IRE) 654 D 
ch g Flemensfirth - Gaye Melody

7 10 - 12p1 Robert Williams
B J Llewellyn

112

Jockey Colours: Red and royal blue check, royal blue sleeves, red diamonds, royal blue cap, red star
Timeform says: Belied odds of 66/1 when making a winning debut for Brendan Powell in
Fontwell maiden hurdle (19.2f) in January 2019. Absent since and equipped with first-time
cheekpieces on first run for new yard.  (Forecast 7.50)

Notes: 
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8 6P- RAGTAG RASCAL (IRE) 322 
b g Tagula - Trebles

6 10 - 12 C Brace
Chris Honour

-

Jockey Colours: Red, white star, white and red halved sleeves, red cap, white stars
Timeform says: Down the field both starts on the Flat (first for Amanda Perrett) and fared
little better in a couple of sellers at Taunton last season. Vast improvement required on this
debut for new yard.  (Forecast 151.00)

Notes: 

9 9-0 INVINCIBLE SEA (IRE) 10 
b f Born To Sea - Melaaya

4 10 - 5 N F Houlihan (3)
Mrs L C Jewell

-

Jockey Colours: Pink and purple diamonds, pink sleeves, purple stars, purple cap
Timeform says: Modest form at best on the Flat and hasn't shown much in a couple of runs
over hurdles.  (Forecast 251.00)

Notes: 

10 5-0UP MARIE'S GIRL 12 
b m Passing Glance - Highlight Girl

6 10 - 5p James Nixon
H J Evans

-

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, light blue star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap
Timeform says: No form in bumpers and has failed to complete both starts in this sphere.

 (Forecast 301.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: LARCH HILL showed enough on his comeback run over fences at Carlisle to
suggest that he's probably capable of a winning a race of this nature. He gets the nod ahead of
Floating Rock, who will be a threat if reproducing the form of last month's Fontwell novice success.
Skeaping also warrants consideration, while confidence behind Doux Pretender or My Destiny in the
betting would be noteworthy.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: LARCH HILL (5) 
2: FLOATING ROCK (2) 
3: SKEAPING (1)


